Autism spectrum disorder (ASD): The new diagnostic classification system (DSM-5, May, 2013) combines the previous subcategories of autistic disorder, Asperger’s disorder, childhood disintegrative disorder, and pervasive developmental disorder – not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS) into the one category of ASD.
The Psychological Evaluation Process

While professionals may vary in the way they conduct the evaluation, you can typically expect a psychological evaluation to include multiple components: records review, parent interview, direct testing with your child, and a feedback session.

- **Records Review:**
  Prior to your appointment, you may be asked to complete questionnaires that will ask you about your concerns and your child’s developmental and medical history. These questionnaires may be sent for you to complete and to return by mail or to bring to the appointment. You may also be asked to have your child’s daycare provider or teacher complete a questionnaire. In addition, you should also provide any reports of previous evaluations that your child has received. It is very helpful for the psychologist to review information from other clinicians, such as speech-language pathologists and occupational therapists.

- **Parent Interview:**
  During the parent interview, the psychologist will meet you, obtain more information about your child’s medical history, and ask questions about his/her behavior and development. The parent interview can take about an hour to complete. Based on the information shared during the parent interview, you may be asked to complete additional questionnaires or behavior checklists.

- **Child Assessment:**
  This portion of the evaluation usually involves behavioral observations and administration of standardized tests. The psychologist may complete tests in three main areas: cognitive skills, adaptive behavior, and specific ASD assessments. These measures will be discussed further below. During this time, your child may be asked to complete some additional tests (such as fine motor, attention, memory) if the psychologist thinks the tests will lead to understanding your child better. This process can take 2 or 3 hours, depending on your child’s age and skills. This is a long time for your child and the psychologist to work together. It is a good idea for you to bring comfort items and snacks for your child (and yourself) during this component. Most of the tests will seem like “play” to your child, and it can be helpful to explain this to your child in advance.

- **Feedback Session:**
  After the evaluation, the psychologist will have a feedback session with you. During the feedback session, the psychologist will share with you the results of the testing and the diagnosis. This typically takes about an hour. Ultimately, an ASD diagnosis is based upon past history, test results, behavioral observations, and the psychologist’s clinical judgment. At this time, the psychologist may provide you with a copy of his/her recommendations. This is an important time for you to ask questions. A formal and more complete written report will usually be sent to you in the mail. Your child’s psychologist may also provide you with information about helpful resources.

**Assessment Measures**

There are three basic categories of tests that are often used during a psychological evaluation for ASD: cognitive testing, adaptive behavior, and autism-specific assessments. There are many different tests within each of these categories. The psychologist will select measures that are designed for your child’s age and abilities.

- **Cognitive Testing**
  Cognitive testing generally involves assessing the child’s problem-solving and language skills. For very young children, this may be part of a developmental measure that includes cognitive, language, and motor skills. Preschool and school-age children may be given an IQ test. In simple terms, an IQ (Intelligence Quotient) test measures a child’s current cognitive ability relative to other children at his/her age, and often includes both verbal and nonverbal problem-solving skills. Most IQ tests have similar scores with a mean or average score of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 points. The average range of scores is from 65 to 115.

- **Adaptive Behavior**
  Adaptive Measures assess how well a child has mastered the tasks of daily living or life skill demands for his/her age based on questionnaires or interviews with someone who is very familiar with the child’s skills.

- **Autism-Specific Assessments**
  This category includes both parent interviews, behavior checklists, and structured child activities. These approaches allow psychologists to obtain information about and/or observe the critical areas used to make a diagnosis of ASD: social interaction, communication skills, and repetitive behaviors/ restricted interests.

  All of these assessment components are important to the diagnostic process. They also provide valuable information for designing educational and treatment plans.

**Recommendations**

The psychologist will provide a written report at or following your final visit. Within the report, your child’s diagnosis will be explained, and the test results will be provided. The psychologist may also give recommendations for an education plan or specific therapies. Examples include speech therapy, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and positive behavioral supports. You may be referred to local agencies and websites that will provide supports for you and your child. These resources may help you to connect with other families who have children with developmental disabilities. An accurate diagnosis will help you better understand the concerns you have had and actions that may help to improve your child’s development.
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A Parent’s Guide to Psychological Evaluations for ASD

If your pediatrician has serious concerns about your child’s development, he or she may recommend having your child screened for an autism spectrum disorder. ASD refers to a range of disorders that impact a child’s social, communication, and behavioral development. Early warning signs include delayed language, limited pointing and gesturing, lack of interest in other children, unusual toy play, and over- or under-sensitivity, e.g., to lights, sounds, touch. The number of symptoms and their severity will differ among children.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that ASD occurs in as many as 1 in every 88 children and that it is more likely to occur in boys than in girls. ASDs are lifelong, brain-based disorders with multiple causes, many still unknown. They occur in all racial, ethnic, and social groups. Early diagnosis and intervention are important in helping children with ASD to gain skills and to make progress developmentally.

If your child’s physician or nurse practitioner suspects a developmental delay or a possible ASD diagnosis, your child may be referred to a psychologist for a psychological evaluation.
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Psychologist vs. Psychiatrist

• A psychologist will conduct tests to diagnose your child and may be able to provide behavioral intervention.
• A psychiatrist is a medical doctor who can diagnose as well as prescribe medication for your child.